SJE1959 Theoretical Frameworks in Culture and Communication
Professor Megan Boler
Winter 2015-16
megan.boler@utoronto.ca

Key Texts from which we will read selections:
Cultural Studies: A Reader, eds. Grossberg, Nelson and Treichler
Cultural Theory and Popular Culture, by John Storey
Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: A Reader, by John Storey
Cultural Resistance, ed. Duncombe
Mythologies, Roland Barthes

Course Evaluation (See end of document for details on assignments)

Participation and Attendance 20%
Weekly question-posting on Pepper 25%
Events and Talks, x 2 (post your review): 15%
Critical Review of week’s assigned texts x 1 (write up) 15%
Final Project: Wiki Contribution 25%

Course website Pepper
AFTER FRIDAY JAN 15 5 PM go to:
https://pepper.oise.utoronto.ca/sje1959
Use the "Register" button to create your account
Course Reading Schedule

Introduction to Key Concepts and Overviews

(Week 1) January 14 *Education, Power, Media, and Culture: The Politics of Education and Representation*
*In class Screenings:*
George carlin “The Reason Education Sucks”
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILQepXUhJ98](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILQepXUhJ98)
Education Is a System of Indoctrination of the Young - Noam Chomsky
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVqMAlgAnlo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVqMAlgAnlo)

Chomsky, Media Hist selection, Manufacturing Consent
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KJXPWVckig](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KJXPWVckig)

"Who does control the world?" - Noam Chomsky - BBC interview 2003
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KJXPWVckig](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KJXPWVckig)

George Carlin, question everything
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo-QlY7ys-k](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo-QlY7ys-k)

(Week 2) January 21 *What’s at Stake in Representations and Histories?*
*concepts:* truthiness, historiography, slave narratives, oral histories, culture and memory

1. Raymond Williams, “Culture” from *Keywords*
3. John Storey, Chapter 1, *Cultural Theory and Popular Culture*
5. Raymond Williams, “Dominant, Residual and Emergent,” Marxism and Literature
   (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979)

In class:
Pat Ward Williams, “Who took this picture?”
Raymond Williams, “Culture” from *Keywords*
Obama Birthers
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In Class Screenings: Truthiness, Colbert

Fires in the Mirror, Anna Deveare Smith

Recommended:
Victor Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning (rekonwned memoir of surviving Auchwitz, and the resilience of human ‘creativity’)

(WEEK 3) January 28: Approaches to the Study of Culture, Ideology, and Media

1. John Storey, Chapter 2 “The Culture and Civilization Tradition”
2. John Storey, Chapter 4 “Marxisms”
5. Theodor Adorno, “The Culture Industry Revisited”

Highly recommended:


Further Essential Reading:

(Week 4) February 4 The Emergence of Cultural Studies

In Class Workshop: Using Wikispaces

1. John Storey, Chapter 3 “Culturalism”
2. Stuart Hall, “Cultural Studies: Two Paradigms”


Recommended:

Part V of Stuart Hall, Critical Dialogues with Cultural Studies

Diasporic questions: ‘race’, ethnicity and identity

Ch 21 New ethnicities, Stuart Hall
Ch 22 De Margin and De Centre, by Isaac Julien and Kobena Mercer
Ch 23 What is this ‘black’ in black popular culture? Stuart Hall
Ch 24 Dialogues with Stuart Hall, Isaac Julien and Mark Nash
Ch 25 The formation of a diasporic intellectual: an interview with
Stuart Hall by Kuan-Hsing Chen


Screening: Stuart Hall, The Politics of Representation (Media Ed Foundation)

(Week 5) February 11 Research Practices and Conducting a Literature Review: Advanced Skills for Searching Library Databases, Using RefWorks for Research, Web-based Annotation and archiving platforms, etc.

Readings:
1. Stuart Hall, Representation, selections
2. begin reading Roland Barthes, Mythologies

Further Essential Reading:
Kaja Silverman, The Subject of Semiotics

(Week 6) February 18 Conceptions of Ideology in Cultural Studies Part 2


http://books1.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/viewdoc.html?id=/ebooks/ebooks0/6/0203487567


4. Stuart Hall, “Gramsci’s relevance for the study of race and ethnicity” Ch 20 in Critical Dialogues with Cultural Studies

5. Antonio Gramsci, selections TBA from The Prison Notebooks in The Gramsci Reader

Also see:
http://www.ic.ucsc.edu/~ksgruesz/lit101/GramsciGuide.htm

GRAMSCI READING GUIDE:
Some key terms, ideas, and influences of Gramsci’s writings upon critical theory
https://www.academia.edu/14705696/Theories_of_ideology_in_cultural_studies
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Recommended:
Stuart Hall Ch 20: Gramsci’s relevance for the study of race and ethnicity in Stuart Hall, *Critical Dialogues with Cultural Studies*

(Week 7) February 25 *The Politics of Representation: Myth, Ideology, and Language*

finish Roland Barthes, *Mythologies*
Stuart Hall, “Encoding/Decoding”

**Media Studies in the United States**

(Week 8): March 3 Propaganda Studies

“What is Propaganda and How is it Different from Persuasion?” by G. Jowett

Boler and Nemorin,-- in Oxford Handbook of Propaganda Studies, 2013

In class Screening: Hermann and Chomsky, *The Myth of the Liberal Media*
Recommended: documentary, *Manufacturing Consent* with Noam Chomsky

(Week 9) March 10 The Medium is the Message

McLuhan, Playboy Interview
Other McLuhan TBA

Media Effects and its Critics (TBA)

Jean Baudrillard, *Simulation and Simulacrum*

(Week 10) March 17 OISE BEAK--NO CLASS

(Week 11) March 24 Conceptualizing Subcultures and Resistance


(Week 12) April 1 The Changing Landscape of Communication and Media
TBA

(Week 13) April 8 The Changing Landscape of Communication and Media
TBA

Selected Readings on Identity and Difference in Cultural Studies
Selected Readings on Globalization and Cultural Studies


Expectations/Plagiarism Policy

- Students will come to class having carefully read the assigned articles and be willing to meaningfully engage each other and the articles.
- Students who are unable to come to class due to an emergency will inform instructor in advance if possible (a 2500 word response to the readings of the class missed will be due in the following class)
  - Assignments will be handed in on the day they are due unless you have arranged an extension in advance.
  - Any work students hand in will be their own. The university has strict guidelines against plagiarism. If you have any doubt about what constitutes plagiarism please review these guidelines.


Evaluation

The grading for this course will be based on the following elements:

1. Participation 20% This includes completing readings and small assignments related to readings and meaningfully participating in class discussions (both by speaking up and listening carefully and respectfully).

2. Weekly question-posting on Pepper 20%

Each week prior to class (by 5 pm on Wednesdays) will post questions regarding the weeks’ readings on Pepper. Your questions can include citation of aspects of text that you wish to understand or discuss; reflections on the core concepts for the week.
Please post 3 substantive questions each week. Ideally your questions should reflect an inquiry that places the texts in conversation. For example, rather than simply ask with “What does Stuart Hall mean by ‘ideology’?” You might note the passages where Hall discussed ideology and show how this seems to contrast with Williams’ understanding of ideology (quoting from both authors to show the significance of your question).

3. Critical Review of assigned texts x 1 (write up and brief presentation in class) 20%
On one occasion, in conjunction with the readings assigned for one seminar, you will prepare during that week your research regarding texts, debates, conceptual critiques, and sometimes author biographies/bibliographies, related to the selected texts for the week. You will post this write-up of your findings on Pepper, and present to class briefly in a 5-7 minute presentation of key points.

4. Events and Talks, x 2 (post your reviews on Pepper): 15% During the semester, a number of public university and community events will be announced. You will select two events you wish to attend, and post on Pepper your discussion and review of the event, framing your comments and review in relation to themes and issues from our course readings and our in-class analyses, discussions, and debates regarding culture and communication.

5. Final Project: Wiki Contribution Participation 25%
For this final course assignment, you will work in small groups throughout the second half of semester to produce a substantive contribution to a wikipedia entry that needs further input, information, and/or correction/research/fact-checking. This collaboration will be evaluated by your participation in: web-based dialogues and the ongoing gathering of resources and information for your group wiki contribution, and the final write-up of text and entries to be added to the selected Wikipedia area. We will use a class-based wiki space to develop our collaborative wiki contributions. More details on the assessment of your participation in the dialogues will follow.